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An improved physical and analytical three-layer model of gravitational
vortex columns (GVCs) for solar chimney power plants is developed in this paper. In essence, this model represents a further improvement and upgrade of
the three-layer model proposed in Nini} et al. (2009). The improvements of
the three-layer model deal with internal friction, variable vertical velocity (by
height) in the central GVC spiraling upward flow, and variable angular momentum of the downdraft shell. A numerical solution of the improved model
is given as a characteristic case and is compared to the elementary GVC
model. The results show that the introduced improvements are important parameters for further analysis of gravitational vortex columns.
Keywords: Gravitational vortex, solar chimney, numerical modelling

1. Introduction
The concept of the gravitational vortex column (GVC) for solar chimney
power plants was proposed in Nini} (2006). An elementary model of a stationary GVC was developed by Nini} et al. (2009). The solar chimney power plant
(SC) was originally proposed by J. Schlaich in 1968, and represents the basis
for the further extension of the GVC concept. Solar chimneys have been extensively studied; see, for example, Haff et al. (1983), Haff (1984), Padki and
Sherif (1989), Schlaich (1995), Bernardes et al. (2003), Backström von T.W.
(2006), Bilgen (2005) and Ni`eti} et al. (2007, 2008 and 2009). A detailed literature review of this field was given in Bernardes et al. (2003).
The idea of using an atmospheric gravitational vortex as a flow object is
not a new one. It was originally presented in Dessoliers (1913). Dessens (1962,
1969) performed an experiment that proved such an idea in principle. Michaud
(1975) proposed a ªvortex power station” and also developed his idea in later
papers, including Michaud (1995, 1999). The same author also performed a
simple experiment as a validation of his assumptions. These papers demonstrated the potential for the technical utilization of the working availability of
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warm moist air (i.e., the technically feasible part). Namely, the technically feasible part of working availability is equivalent to the work of the buoyancy
force affecting 1 kg of air that has left the collector. Michaud (1995), Michaud
(1996), Nini} (2006) and Nini} at al. (2006) dealt with the magnitude of warm
moist air’s working availability in the atmosphere.
Furthermore, Michaud (1975) and Nini} and Ni`eti} (2007) considered the
possibility of the technical utilization and the controlled use of a vortex for
capturing the working availability in the atmosphere (i.e., for the production
of mechanical work). This mechanical work, produced from solar energy, could
be obtained by ground level turbines.
In the previously mentioned papers, a vital part of the plant (the part that
transforms solar energy into mechanical work) is the vortex flow structure.
Nini} and Ni`eti} (2007) showed that in a solar chimney power plant with a
short diffuser, the air is heated in the solar collector as in the SC power plant.
Thus, a relatively tall concrete chimney could be replaced with a short one.
The second concept proposed by Michaud (1995, 2005) is almost analogous to
the previously mentioned concept. The difference between these two solutions
is in the process of air heating. In Michaud’s concept, the air is heated by
waste industrial heat, while in Nini}’s concept the air is heated by utilization
of energy from the solar collector. A detailed overview of Michaud’s concept
was given in Nini} et al. (2009).
However, in Michaud (1995, 2005) and Nini} (2006), detailed physical and
analytical formulations of the vortex stream structure were not elaborated, although they did appear in Nini} et al. (2009). This paper deals with a stationary vortex flow structure (as a part of the plant), which is called a GVC. For a
simplified physical and analytical ªthree-layer” model of GVCs, a numerical
simulation algorithm (GVC-simulator) has also been developed.
Hence, the objective of this paper is to further improve the elementary
three-layer model of GVCs first proposed in Nini} et al. (2009). The introduced
improvements are related to:
– variable vertical velocity in the central GVC updraft flow;
– the influence of the internal friction work;
– the reduction of the downdraft shell angular momentum.
These improvements will be introduced in the improved three-layer analytical model. Impact parameter analysis will also be performed in order to determine how the improvements affect the GVC flow structure.
2. Physical characteristics of the improved GVC model
As in the elementary GVC model (Nini} et al., 2009), we start from the assumption of stationary updraft airflow at the exit of a short chimney positioned over the turbines. The updraft has a spiraling upward flow. As a consequence, the pressure inside the flow structure is lower than the atmospheric
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Figure 1. A simplified three-layer physical model of the GVC stationary vortex column, Nini} et
al. (2009).

pressure at the same height. The structure of the elementary three-layer stationary model is illustrated in Fig. 1.
According to Fig. 1, the flow structure of the GVC consists of three characteristic sections: B, C, and E. Through the first GVC section (R1(z) > R(z) > 0),
the updraft (Fig. 1, airflow B) has a spiraling upward flow. According to the
assumptions, this airflow is rotating as a solid body with respect to the ªfree
vortex” law in Rankine’s terminology. This assumption was validated by field
observations of natural vortex structures in Bluestein (2005). The second section of the GVC is annular rising flow C (R2(z) > R(z) > R1(z)), which is concentric with the central one (airflow B). Both airflows B and C originate from
the equilibrium air collector adiabat (all air states inside the sections will be
on this adiabat). The third GVC section is a characteristic downdraft shell,
modeled as a cooled descending airflow, E.
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In this paper, we did not analyze the structure of the downdraft shell; it is
modeled as a black box. However, in the improved model we impose a parameter (the downdraft shell characteristic Pk(z)) that characterizes this unknown
downdraft shell structure.
The reason for supplementing the first proposed two-cell model with the
three-layer model was explained in detail in Nini} et al. (2009). In the same
paper, according to thermodynamic analysis of the two-cell model, it was concluded that the two-cell model cannot be the basis for realistic functioning
GVC devices if sufficient heat rejection is not ensured. Specifically, the pressure gap, pa(0) – p2(0), can only be bridged with sufficient heat rejection. This
conclusion is the most important one because it ensures a sufficient quantity
of turbine work. There are two possible means of heat rejection. The first is by
the downdraft shell mechanism (cooled air downdraft, marked E in Fig. 1).
The second way is provided by a weakly forced central downdraft of cold air in
the central section of the GVC. The variant with the downdraft shell mechanism is analyzed in this paper.
A schematic overview of the profiles for three axially symmetric layers
that are characterized by the pressure p(z), circular velocity wc(z), vertical velocity wz(z), and by radii R1(z), R2(z), and R3(z) are also shown in Fig. 1.
In Nini} et al. (2009), the radial loss of angular momentum in the direction of the static atmosphere was neglected (the reason for this was discussed
in section 5.0 of the same paper). In this improved model, radial loss of the
downdraft shell angular momentum is reduced by a specified factor. This
means that the possibility of radial loss of angular momentum at the downdraft shell periphery (because of side contact with standard atmosphere, as
per NOAA, 1976) has been taken into account.
Internal friction is also taken into account with the unused part of worknet
ing availability at the top of the GVC (De coll
tech ) that was purposely left out. In
this paper, the structure of the expression for the internal friction work, Dwfr,
was not worked out but the quantity of the unused part of the availability at
the top of the GVC (which has been ªreserved” for internal friction work) was
varied in a simplified energy Eq. (1)1. By doing this, the influence of internal
friction on the physical values of the GVC is ensured.
–vDp = Dep + Dek + Dwfr

(1)

The starting assumptions, boundary conditions, and other physical circumstances are identical to those discussed for the elementary model in Nini}
et al. (2009) (see sections 2 and 6). Thermodynamic validation of the proposed
physical three-layer model with a downdraft annular shell was also provided
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Eq. (1) is written for the stream line along the annular updraft flow.
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in the same paper (in section 4.2). Thus, the improved three-layer model is
also validated by relying on the conclusions that were derived for the elementary three-layer model.
3. Analytical formulation
As in the case of the elementary GVC model, relations based on general
principles of conservation of mass, momentum, and angular momentum, and
the First Law of Thermodynamics where used.
The introduced improvements will be analytically formulated in the following section of this paper.
3.1. Variable vertical velocity at the central GVC section
The first improvement is related to the variability of velocity with height
at the central GVC section, 0 wz1 (z). This vertical velocity is uniform along the
radius at any distance from the ground in the section R1(z) > R(z) > 0. If we
apply the First Law of Thermodynamics for a specific streamline in the GVC
axis (for two different thermodynamic observers, Ni`eti} (2009)) we can determine the vertical velocity, w0(z). In the first approximation, we assumed that
the vertical velocity of the air in the GVC axis is approximately equal to the
average vertical velocity at the central GVC section, i.e. w0(z) ≅ 0 wz1 (z). The
First law of Thermodynamics, in its general form, is:
–n(z)dp(z) = dep + dek + dwfr = g dz + wz(z)dwz(z) + wc(z)dwc(z) + dwfr, (2)
where ep is the specific potential energy, ek is the specific kinetic energy, wz(z)
is the vertical velocity, wc(z) is the circular velocity and wfr is the internal friction work. Hence, if we apply Eq. (2) for a streamline in the GVC axis, it follows that:
–n(z)dp0(z) = g dz + wz0(z)dwz0(z).

(3)

Eq. (3) with respect to Eq. (2) does not have the term related to internal
friction work (because the friction is not present in the GVC axis), and the
term for circular velocity is also eliminated (as a consequence of the Rankine
free vortex law). By integration of Eq. (3), the distribution of vertical velocity
with height on the central section of the GVC can be determined. After determination of the vertical velocity wz0(z), a correction of the pressure in the GVC
axis must be done. Namely, the pressure in the GVC axis, p0(z), must be lower
due to the amount of kinetic energy expressed in the vertical velocity wz0(z).
Hence it follows that:
dp0(z) = r0(z)wz0(z)dwz0,

(4)

where r0(z) is the average density of air in the GVC axis from the equilibrium
air collector adiabat (determined for specified tcoll and jcoll). Therefore, in each
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numerical step, the vertical velocity of air in the GVC axis (i.e., according to
the approximation of its average value 0 wz1 (z)) can be calculated from Eq. (3).
After that, the pressure correction must be done according to Eq. (4).
In this procedure, the variation of vertical velocity with height in the GVC
axis is also taken into account (which was not the case in the elementary GVC
model, where this vertical velocity was assumed to be constant and negligible).
3.2. Quantity of internal friction work in the GVC flow structure
In this improved GVC model, internal friction work is treated in the zone of
the annular updraft shell, R2(z) > R(z) > R1(z), using the characteristic streamline on the radius R1(z). The amount of internal friction work dwtr is ensured in
Eq. (2). Hence, Eq. (2) applied to the streamline on the radius R1(z) is:
–n(z)dp1(z) = gdz + wc1(z)dwc(z) + wz1(z)dwz(z) + dwfr.

(5)

In section 5 of Nini} et al. (2009), the influence of internal friction work
was analyzed in detail. In the same paper (see Fig. 10), the characteristic
Mollier h–s diagram of the process in the GVC with a Brayton cycle was also
shown. In this analysis, a certain amount of the unused part of the availability
net
has been purposely left out as a ªreserve” for the internal friction
De colltech
work Dwfr. According to Fig. 10 from Nini} et al. (2009), for certain circumstances the analytical reserve for internal friction work can be obtained as:
wfr_re = h12+ – h02 ,

(6)

net
.
where wfr_re ≡ De colltech
Hence, the available reserve for the internal friction work is calculated as
an enthalpy difference of characteristic air states at the maximum available
GVC height (the troposphere layer at zmax). In this improved model, the distribution of internal friction work is assumed to be linear (i.e., it is distributed
linearly along the streamline on the radius R1(z) from the ground level to
zmax). Hence, one part of the internal friction work is present in each numerical step depending on the value of the internal friction factor kfr. In general,
the internal friction work reduces the available part of the working availabilnet
ity De colltech
.
The quantity of internal friction work (in each height step) Dwfr(z) is defined by:

Dwfr(z) = wfr_m · Dz · kfr,

(7)

where the internal friction work per meter of GVC height is:
wfr_m =

wfr _ re
z max − D zd

,

(8)
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with the requirement that:

∑ Dwfr (z) ≤ wfr _ re .

(9)

z

The internal friction factor kfr is introduced in Eq. (7). The reason for this
lies in the possibility of investigating the magnitude of the effects of the internal friction work, kfr, on the GVC’s physical parameters. The degree of internal friction work utilization is introduced via the factor. mfr. It is defined as:

∑ Dwfr (z)
mfr =

z

wfr _ re

≤ 1,

(10)

where by using the factor mfr the amount of extracted internal friction work
can be determined.
With this approach, the internal friction work is taken into account without elaboration of its structure.
3.3. Radial loss of downdraft shell angular momentum
In this improved model, radial loss of angular momentum is taken into account in a simplified way. In Nini} et al. (2009), the reasons for neglecting radial angular momentum dissipation were specified. However, it was also
pointed out that the possibility of radial loss of angular momentum at the periphery of the downdraft shell exists (because of side contact with the atmosphere). So, in this improved and simplified model, radial loss of downdraft
shell angular momentum is included using the parameter f. In this case, the
downdraft shell angular momentum is:
ak = f · a,

(11)

where the parameter f represents the factor for reduction of the downdraft
shell angular momentum. Thus, the downdraft shell angular momentum is always lower than (or equal to) the initial angular momentum (a £ ak).
3.4. Closed system of equations for the improved GVC model
In the closed system of equations for the elementary GVC model (see section 7.0 in Nini} et al., 2009), there were six unknown functions of height. In
this improved model there is an additional differential equation, which is related to the variable vertical velocity at the central section of the GVC. Other
improvements (internal friction and downdraft shell angular momentum) are
also taken into account as extensions of the elementary GVC model’s system
of equations. Hence, with the known boundary conditions (which are analogous to those used in the elementary GVC model in Nini} et al., 2009) and
with the introduced improvements, the closed differential equation system
(with seven equations) can be formulated as follows:
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I. First Law of Thermodynamics for central GVC section
–n(z)dp0(z) = gdz + wz0(z)dwz0(z),

(12)

II. Angular momentum maintenance for annular updraft shell R1(z) < R(z)
< R2(z)
wc(z) · R(z) = a = const,

(13)

III. Radial pressure equilibrium for radii interval 0 < R(z) < R1(z)
1

1

0

0

∫ wc(z) dwc + ∫ n( p ) dp = 0,

(14)

IV. Radial pressure equilibrium for radii interval R1(z) < R(z) < R2(z)
2

2

1

1

∫ wc(z) dwc + ∫ n( p ) dp = 0,

(15)

V. Mass flow conservation for central GVC section and for annular updraft
shell
1

& 0−1 = 0 r 1 ( p )0 wz1 (D zd )∫ 2rdrp = const,
m

(16)

0

2

& 1− 2 =1 r 2 ( p )1 wz2 (D zd )∫ 2rdrp = const,
m

(17)

1

VI. First Law of Thermodynamics (written for two different observers) for
annular updraft shell on the streamline on radius R1(z), (with dwfr ¹ 0)
–n(z)dp1(z) = gdz + wc1(z)dwc(z) + wz1(z)dwz(z) + dwfr,

(18)

with Dwfr(z) = wfr_m · Dz · kfr,

(18a)

VII. Radial pressure equilibrium for downdraft shell in radii interval
R2(z) < R(z) < R2(z) + dk(z)
a

( f ⋅ a )2

∫ dp a = Pk (z) ⋅ R (z)3 ,
2

(19)

2

where 0 r 1 ( p )1 r 2 ( p ) are average densities of air and 0 wz1 ( z),1 wz2 ( z) are average
vertical velocities in characteristic sections of the GVC. The factor Pk(z) represents the downdraft shell characteristic, which is equal to the product of the
effective density and the thickness of the downdraft shell (in each numerical
height step), i.e., Pk(z) = rk(z) · dk(z).
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Figure 2. Flowchart for improved GVC simplified model.
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If the above system of equations is solved, the physical values of state (for
the improved GVC model) can be obtained for an arbitrary height step. In the
remainder of this paper, the algorithm for the two-dimensional improved GVC
model is given together with a characteristic numerical solution.
4. An algorithm and characteristic numerical solution
4.1. Flowchart for numerical simulation algorithm
For the purpose of this analysis, a computer simulation program has also
been developed. A flowchart of the improved GVC simulation algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2.
The start of the program considers the state of air in front of the turbines
(tcoll and jcoll). Then, the program computes the equilibrium air collector
adiabat (i.e., the calculation of air properties by height, r(z), p(z) and the calculation of pressure in the GVC axis). The program then proceeds with the definition of the starting radius (at the level of the short chimney outlet) R1(Dzd)
and continues with the calculation of the GVC values of state in the first numerical step (i = 1). In the same numerical step, the turbine parameters (total
turbine power and heat to work efficiency) are also calculated. Then the program checks the satisfactions of two specific conditions, h0tot < h0tot (this condition ensures working availability for internal friction work) and Dp2–a > 0
(fulfillment of downdraft shell radial pressure equilibrium). If the conditions
are satisfied, the internal friction parameters wfr_re, wfr_m and mfr are calculated. The program continues to the second numerical step (i = 2), where (according to the presented and improved analytical GVC model) values of state
(properties) in the GVC are calculated for an arbitrary height (if the
above-mentioned specified conditions are fulfilled). The program stops when
the troposphere height level (zmax) is reached.
4.2. Characteristic numerical solution
To calculate the physical properties of the improved GVC model, it is necessary to define the boundary conditions at the height level of the short chimney outlet Dzd. Hence, the boundary conditions are:
– total mass flow rate of air: ma = 9 500 [kg/s],
– angular momentum: a = 400 [m2/s],
– uniform vertical velocity at central GVC section: 0 wz1 = 35 [m/s],
– uniform vertical velocity of annular updraft shell: 1 wz2 = 35 [m/s],
– parameter for reduction of downdraft shell angular momentum: f = 15 [%],
– temperature of air at the collector outlet: tcoll = 45.0 [°C],
– relative humidity of moist air: jcoll = 30.0 [%],
– starting radius: R1(Dzd) = 7.0 [m],
– internal friction factor: kfr = 0.3
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Analogous to those in the elementary GVC model, the values of state at an
arbitrary height step are calculated for the given boundary conditions. Numerical simulation of the improved GVC model has been provided by the previously described numerical model. Results of this simulation for a characteristic numerical solution are given in Table 1, together with a legend for each
label description.
4.3. Discussion of numerical results
The geometries of the elementary and improved GVC models are shown together in Fig. 3. (i.e., the characteristic radii R1(z) and R2(z) are shown). The
solid curve shows the improved GVC model, and the dashed curve shows the elementary model. In the interest of clarity, only one half of the axisymmetrical
GVC flow is shown in Fig. 3. Although the starting boundary conditions are not
identical for both models, the comparison of results has been provided for useful
conclusions that will be addressed in the discussion section of this paper. The
reason for using different starting boundary conditions is to achieve the optimal
case when the GVC structure reaches the top of the troposphere layer.
Similar to the case in the elementary three-layer model, the GVC geometry of the improved model is increased by the elevation of the warm moist air.
The starting radius at the level of the short chimney outlet R1(Dzd) = 7.0 m,
and its value is lower than in the elementary model (R1(Dzd) = 10.2 m). A lower
value of the radius R1(Dzd) was necessary to obtain the optimal case where the
GVC reaches the top of the troposphere layer. The characteristic GVC radii
R1(Dz) and R2(Dzd) increase more slowly with height compared to the elementary model. In addition, the range between these two radii in numerical steps
is lower than that in the elementary model. At the troposphere height level in
both models, the geometry turns into a characteristic ªmushroom”. In general, this shape resembles the geometry of natural vortex structures. There
are also zones in the GVC where the values of characteristic radii decrease
slightly with height (which is not the case with the elementary model). The
reason for this lies in the fact that in this improved GVC model, the work of internal friction and variable vertical velocity are taken into account.
The radial pressure profile in section A–A (which corresponds to a numerical/height step of z = 2 000 m) is shown in Fig. 4 for circumstances according
to the Table 1. The radial pressure profile of the elementary model is also
shown in the same figure.
Data that relate to the elementary model are shown as a dashed curve, and
data from the improved model are shown as a solid curve. According to the
characteristic numerical solution, pressure in section A–A increases along the
radius, from the pressure in the GVC axis, p0(2 000) = 0.700 bar, to a pressure
of p1(2 000) = 0.713 bar, which corresponds to a radius of R1(2 000) = 6.90 m.
Furthermore, in the annular updraft shell, pressure increases from a pressure
of p1(2 000) on R1(2 000) to a pressure of p2(2 000) = 0.720 bar on the radius

GEOFIZIKA, VOL. 27, NO. 1, 2010, 1–20
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Figure 3. Comparison between the GVC geometry of elementary and improved simplified models.

Figure 4. Comparison of radial profiles for elementary and improved models in section A–A.
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Fig. 5. Height distribution of vertical velocity at central GVC section 0wz1(z).
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Figure 6. Height distribution of vertical velocity for annular updraft shell 0wz1(z).

R2(2 000) = 9.21 m. The atmospheric pressure profiles pa(z) are identical in
both models (standard atmosphere). The pressure growth trend in the improved model is somewhat similar to the pressure trend in the elementary
model. The first difference between pressure trends is in the lower value of
pressure in the GVC axis in the improved model, as shown in Fig. 4. The lower
value of pressure in the GVC axis is due to the influence of vertical velocity
0 1
wz (Dzd). The second difference is the greater pressure difference Dp2–a(z) in the
improved model (as a consequence of the downdraft shell reducing factor f).
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The variation of the average vertical velocity of air at the central GVC section
is shown in Fig. 5. The vertical velocity 0 wz1 (z) is almost constant up to the GVC
height of ≅1 km. After that, the vertical velocity (see Fig. 5) has a constant growth
until the maximum GVC height (level zmax) is reached (the distribution of velocity
0 1
wz (z) in Fig. 5 is shown to a GVC height of 9.5 km, because after reaching the
level of zmax, according to the model assumptions, all velocities disappear).
Figure 6 represents the height profile of the vertical velocity of the annular upward shell 1 wz2 (z). For the chosen numerical solution, the vertical velocity 1 wz2 (z) is almost constant to a GVC height of ≅ 1 km (except for the step
near ground level).
After that there is a constant decrease until a height of ≅ 4 km. Then the vertical velocity has a constant growth until a height of ≅ 9.5 km. This dynamical
trend in vertical velocity 1 wz2 (z) is a consequence of the internal friction work.
Radial profiles of circular velocities for both models are shown in Fig. 7.
Although the initial angular momentum of the simplified model (a = 600 m2/s)
is greater than that in the improved model (a = 400 m2/s), the maximum circular velocity is greater in the improved model because of the lower starting
value of radius R1(Dzd). As was previously mentioned, the reason for the lower
starting radius R1(Dzd) is due to the introduced improvements in the
three-layer model. The maximum circular velocity for the characteristic numerical solution is wc1max = 57.9 m/s on the radius R1(2 000) (in meteorology,
this radius is called the radius of maximum wind).
The resultant turbine power for the numerical example is approximately
equal to ≅ 90 MW, with a heat to work efficiency of 12.3 %. This means that
heat input in the collector (from the solar radiation) must be about ≅ 731 MW. As
expected, the resultant turbine power of the improved model is greater than that
in the elementary model, due to the different starting boundary conditions.
The improved algorithm gives theoretical powers as follows: 0 Pt1 = 53.5 MW
for central turbines and 1 Pt 2 = 36.4 MW for peripheral turbines. It is obvious
that for this example, much more power can be utilized from the central turbines. The reason for higher central turbine power lies in the higher vertical
velocity 0 wz1 (Dzy) that is necessary to overcome the influence of internal friction.
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Figure 7. Comparison of radial profiles in the GVC section A–A.
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Figure 8. Comparison of downdraft shell characteristic Pk(z).

Namely, due to higher vertical velocity in the central GVC section, the partial mass
flow rate of air m0–1 is also increased. In this numerical example, the power
that has been spent to overcome the internal friction work is Pfr = 13.71 MW,
with an internal friction factor of kfr = 0.3. The degree of internal friction work
utilization is mfr = 29.4 %, which corresponds to a used working availability of
949.3 J/kg.
The height distribution of the downdraft shell characteristic is shown in
Fig. 8 for both models. In the numerical solution of the improved GVC model,
a higher numerical value of Pk(z) is obtained when comparing the solution
with the elementary model. This higher Pk(z) value is due to the reduction of
the downdraft shell angular momentum ak by the factor.
Furthermore, the Pk(z) function continuously and slightly decreases with
increases in GVC height (which is not the case in the elementary model, where
the decrease in height is slightly more emphasized). As in the case of the elementary model, the Pk(z) function has the largest value at the ground level
(Pk(z) = 74.8 kg/m2) and decreases with GVC height. Upon reaching the GVC
top at zmax, the Pk(z) function disappears.
5. Conclusion
Further development of a proposed elementary stationary three-layer
model of GVCs is provid ed in this paper. Improvements that are related to the
variable vertical velocity in the central GVC section, and also to internal friction work, are involved in this simplified three-layer model. The reduction factor of downdraft shell angular momentum is also introduced in this simplified
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model. With this factor, the possibility of air mixing with the surrounding atmosphere at the periphery of the downdraft shell is taken into account.
A typical numerical solution is given for the boundary conditions, together
with the introduced parameters in this improved model. In order to achieve
the optimal case (where the GVC height would be equal to the thickness of the
troposphere level), the starting boundary conditions were not the same as
those in the elementary model.
According to the typical numerical solution presented in this paper, the
GVC geometry (with respect to the geometry of the elementary model) generally shows different radii trends by height. Namely, the characteristic GVC radii of the improved model both increase and decrease in arbitrary numerical
height steps. That radial trend is created by vertical velocity changes in the
annular updraft flow, according to Fig. 6. In the elementary GVC model this
was not the case, because the radii continuously increased with increases in
GVC height. Hence, it can be concluded that the strongest influence on the
characteristic radius of the GVC geometry R1(Dz) is a variable velocity in the
central GVC section, 0 wz1 (z) (which is expected from the conservation of mass
on the central GVC section). Furthermore, the most influential parameter on
the radius R2(z) is the internal friction factor kfr (which influences the annular
updraft shell vertical velocity 1 wz2 (z)).
As expected, the factor for the reduction of the downdraft shell angular momentum, f, has the most significant influence on the downdraft shell characteristic Pk(z). Hence, in this improved model, a greater pressure difference Dp2–a is
necessary (in order to satisfy the radial pressure equilibrium of the downdraft
shell), compared to the radial pressure difference in the elementary model.
The resultant turbine power and heat to work efficiency are most affected
by the change of the air state at the collector outlet. This change is primarily
due to the relative humidity of warm collector air. An increase in relative humidity causes the increase in resultant turbine power and heat to work efficiency. Slightly less influence on the resultant turbine power and heat to work
efficiency is seen from the vertical velocity at the central GVC section and the
total mass flow rate of air.
Finally, it can be concluded that the introduced improvements to the elementary three-layer model have the most significant influence on the GVC
properties. Thus, this kind of analysis was necessary and is also useful for further development of the model.
Acknowledgements – Author would like to thank the Croatian Ministry of Science, Education and Sports for funding this project (023-0231751-3011).

Nomenclature
a [m2/s]
ak [m2/s]

– angular momentum
– downdraft shell angular momentum
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ek [J/kg]
– specific kinetic energy
ep [J/kg]
– specific potential energy
net
[J/kg] – the net technically feasible part of energy
e colltech
or height potential
f
– downdraft shell reduction factor
g [m2/s]
– gravitational acceleration
h [J/kg]
– specific enthalpy of air
kfr
– internal friction factor
& a [kg/s]
– total mass flow rate of air
m
& 0−1
– mass flow rate through the internal GVC layer
m
& 1− 2
– mass flow rate through the GVC updraft shell
m
p [Pa]
– pressure
R [m]
– radius
t [°C]
– temperature
n [m3/kg]
– specific volume of air
z [m]
– level from the ground
– specific shaft work
wt [J/kg]
wc [m/s]
– circular velocity
wfr [J/kg]
– specific internal friction work
wz [m/s]
– vertical velocity
wfr_ re [J/kg] – reserved availability for internal friction work
– internal friction work per meter of GVC height
wfr_ m
0 1
– vertical velocity of the internal GVC layer
wz
1 2
– vertical velocity of the GVC updraft shell
wz
zmax [m]
– maximum height
dk [m]
– thickness of the GVC downdraft shell
Dz [m]
– height step
– height at the short chimney outlet
Dzd [m]
ht
– heat to work efficiency
mfr
– degree of internal friction work utilization
Pk(z) [kg/m2] – characteristic of the downdraft shell
– density of air
r [kg/m3]
j
– relative humidity of air
Subscripts:
0
–
a
–
c
–
coll
–
k
–
p
–

axis
atmospheric
circular (component) velocity
collector
kinetic energy
potential energy
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z
1
2

– component of vertical velocity
– at radius R1(z)
– at radius R2(z)

Double subscripts:
02
– state in the axis at z = 10 000
12
– state at radius R1, z = 10 000
Superscripts:
+
– stagnation state without wc and with wz
fr
– internal friction
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Atmosferski gravitacijski vrtlo`ni stup kao proto~ni objekt:
pobolj{anje troslojnog modela
Sandro Ni`eti}
U ovom radu razvijen je pobolj{ani troslojni analiti~ki model gravitacijskog vrtlo`nog
stupa (GVS) za solarne termoelektrane. U su{tini, razvijeni model predstavlja daljnje
pobolj{anje troslojnog modela predlo`enog u Nini} i ostali (2009). Uvedena pobolj{anja
u troslojni model odnose se na uvo|enje utjecaja rada unutarnjeg trenja, promjenjive
vertikalne brzine (s visinom) u centralnom dijelu GVS-a te na utjecaj promjenjivog
momenta koli~ine gibanja u spusnoj ljusci. Prikazano je karakteristi~no numeri~ko
rje{enje pobolj{anoga modela i uspore|eno je s rje{enjem dobivenim osnovnim modelom.
Numeri~ki rezultati pokazuju da uvedena pobolj{anja predstavljaju va`ne parametre za
daljnju analizu gravitacijskih vrtlo`nih stupova.
Klju~ne rije~i: gravitacijski vrtlo`ni stup, solarni dimnjak, numeri~ko modeliranje
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